CARMELO CUNCHILLOS JAIME (IN MEMORIAM)

The poster and photos that follow correspond to an act in memoriam of Professor Carmelo Cunchillos Jaime. This tribute took place at the University of La Rioja last 25 March 2011, one year after he left us. A tree in his honour at the same place where he used to park his car was planted. After the planting of the tree, various speeches were given and several photos and videos were shown. Finally, a reception by the Department of Modern Languages was hosted. The whole act attempted to remember Carmelo, the caring teacher, the thorough academic and the lovable man.

The Editor

Photo 1. By José Díaz-Cuesta.
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Photo 2. By Servicio de Comunicación (University of La Rioja).

Photo 3. By Servicio de Comunicación (University of La Rioja).
Carmelo Cunchillos
memoria, presencia, emoción

Viernes 25 de marzo de 2011
Edificio de Filología Universidad de La Rioja
17:00 h Plantación de un árbol
18:00 h Acto en recuerdo del profesor Cunchillos
19:30 h Vino

Poster. By Servicio de Comunicación (University of La Rioja).